Manuka: A batch-shading architecture for spectral path tracing in movie production
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The Manuka rendering architecture has been designed in the spirit of the classic reyes rendering architecture: to enable the creation of visually rich computer generated imagery for visual effects in movie production. Following in the footsteps of reyes over the past thirty years, this means supporting extremely complex geometry, texturing and shading. In the current generation of renderers, it is essential to support very accurate global illumination as a means to naturally tie together different assets in a picture.

This is commonly achieved with Monte Carlo path tracing, using a paradigm often called shade on hit, in which the renderer alternates tracing rays with running shaders on the various ray hits. The shaders take the role of generating the inputs of the local material structure which is then used by path sampling logic to evaluate contributions and to inform what further rays to cast through the scene. We propose a shade before hit paradigm instead and minimise I/O strain on the system, leveraging locality of reference by running pattern generation shaders before we execute light transport simulation by path sampling.

We describe a full architecture built around this approach, featuring spectral light transport and a flexible implementation of multiple importance sampling, resulting in a system able to support a comparable amount of extensibility to what made the reyes rendering architecture successful over many decades.

CCS Concepts:
- Computing methodologies → Ray tracing
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1 INTRODUCTION

Computer generated imagery for movie production has always had very particular requirements concerning image quality and feature set of the employed rendering system. Since cinematic movie footage is often shot at characteristic frame rates (traditionally 24 FPS) with wide-open apertures, it is crucial for such a rendering system to support depth of field and motion blur, for instance. The most successful approach to this has been the reyes pipeline [Cook et al. 1987]. In its core, reyes is based on stochastic rasterisation of micropolygons, facilitating depth of field, motion blur, high geometric complexity, and programmable shading.

Over the years, however, the expectations have risen substantially when it comes to image quality. Computing pictures which are indistinguishable from real footage requires accurate simulation of light transport, which is most often performed using some variant of Monte Carlo path tracing. Unfortunately this paradigm requires...
random memory accesses to the whole scene and does not lend itself well to a rasterisation approach at all.

That not withstanding, the main challenges in producing the highest quality VFX work today have stayed very much the same as those stated in the original \texttt{REYES} paper \cite{Cook1987}. Because of that continuity and because of the tremendous success that the original \texttt{REYES} rendering system has had throughout the past thirty years, we want to make some comments about how our experience of these requirements and assumptions \cite[Sec. 1]{Cook1987} has and hasn’t changed through the years. Following the order in the original paper:

- **Model complexity.** The observations about visually rich imagery hold up essentially unchanged.

- **Model diversity.** Like the original \texttt{REYES} architecture, we support points, lines, triangles, quads, subdivision surfaces, volumetrics and implicit surfaces. The importance of input from simulation and special geometry such as procedurals, hair, particles and volumes has risen somewhat since the days of the original \texttt{REYES}.

- **Shading complexity.** Programmable shading and lavish use of texturing are still an integral part of movie productions. Today this carries over to using complex, layered BSDFs, potentially featuring spectral dependencies.

- **Path tracing.** Path tracing is now ubiquitous in production rendering, this has also been discussed in \cite{Christensen2016, Fascione2017a,Fascione2017b,Keller2015}. Due to unified handling of all lighting effects and the resulting simplification in workflows, nearly all of the industry has moved over to physically-based global illumination using some variant of path tracing. Given this, it is clear that the assumption that ray tracing has to be kept to a minimum has had the most significant change since 1987.

- **Speed.** While computers have become much faster and symmetric multiprocessor systems with processor counts in the many tens are now ubiquitous, this item still applies largely unchanged. At the same time, scene complexity and detail levels have grown possibly even more than compute capability has, in the face of image resolutions and frame rates having stayed largely the same\footnote{At the time of writing in 2017, the majority of movie delivery packages consists of frames that are roughly two thousand pixels across (colloquially called \texttt{2K}) and are meant to be displayed at 24 frames per second. While higher resolution and frame rates for delivery certainly do exist, they are still considered more as specialty materials. A few years ago it seemed that a higher frame rate might be coming, but the reception from movie going audiences was cold at best. Higher image resolution, roughly four thousand pixels across (called \texttt{4K}) seems to be a closer possibility at this point in time, with home video having taken a lead in adoption.}.  

- **Image quality.** While focusing more on a new artifact, namely Monte Carlo noise, this requirement is essentially the same today.

- **Flexibility.** In the original \texttt{REYES} paper \cite{Cook1987} flexibility was rightfully framed as an all-around requirement: many aspects of graphics, from scene representation to image generation were still being invented, discovered and implemented, and it was crucial to allow users to contribute to experimentation and innovation in all these aspects. It is our experience that today it is most important to be able to efficiently implement new path sampling strategies, as these can often have a far larger impact on performance than low-level optimisations.

The analysis of the requirements and many of the main concepts of the original \texttt{REYES} architecture still hold up very well. It is, for instance, largely undisputed that pixel-based micropolygons contribute crucially to the visually rich diversity that is essential for VFX work.

The largest difference between then and now is the essentially ubiquitous application of some variant of path tracing. The advantages are much improved image quality due to global illumination, transparently binding together assets in the scene, as well as simplified workflows due to a reduced number of render passes and intermediate caches (see Fig. 5). While path tracing is comparatively simple to implement correctly, it is notorious for its fundamental lack of intrinsic locality of reference, making it challenging to realise into a system capable of achieving good performance in the dimensions of execution time or space usage. This is in sharp contrast to what was possible with the \texttt{REYES} pipeline, where high performance was achieved via the very means in use today for any high performance computing application: careful leveraging of intrinsic locality, vectorisation and \texttt{SIMD} execution, parallelism, and pipelining.

A number of methods to apply this to path tracing have been devised \cite{Eisenacher2013,Fascione2017a,Fascione2017b,Keller2017}. Our architecture follows a different pattern which allows for more flexibility when it comes to the choice of path sampling algorithm, while still exploiting vectorisation and texture locality during shading. As mentioned above, increased flexibility has proven to be useful for us to achieve fast response times when reacting to new production requirements.

1.1 Main aspects of the Manuka architecture

While there are many detailed aspects about Manuka\footnote{We called our system Manuka, as a respectful nod to \texttt{REYES}: we had heard a story from a former \texttt{ILM} employee about how \texttt{REYES} got its name from how fond the early \texttt{Pixar} people were of their lunches at Point Reyes, and decided to name our system after our surrounding natural environment, too. Manuka is a kind of tea tree very common in New Zealand which has very many very small leaves, in analogy to micropolygons in a tree structure for ray tracing. It also happens to be the case that \texttt{Weta Digital}'s main site is on Manuka Street.} which deviate substantially from typical approaches, we want to focus on three main structural aspects here. These are to be understood as architectural design principles and the implementation of the renderer mostly follows them, but allows back doors and special cases to support specific production workflows.

As a result of the experience we gathered with our pipeline based on RenderMan and PantaRay \cite[sec. 2.2]{Cook1987}, we prioritised the following design goals:

- Cater to extremely complex shading (the übershader used on \texttt{Avatar} had approximately 22,000 lines of code).
- Compute pictures of the highest quality, matching live action footage as closely as possible.
- Quickly react to evolving production needs and advances in research.
These points are implemented in the following architectural cornerstones: shade before hit, spectral rendering, and deferred splatting.

Shade before hit. We use the RenderMan Shading Language (rsl) for programmable shading [Pixar Animation Studios 2015], but we do not invoke rsl shaders when intersecting a ray with a surface (often called shade on hit). Instead, we pre-tessellate and pre-shade all the input geometry in the front end of the renderer (see Fig. 2). This way, we can efficiently order shading computations to support near-optimal texture locality, vectorisation, and parallelism. The output of these pre-lighting shaders are the inputs to the light transport stage: per-vertex rsl inputs. This system avoids repeated evaluation of shaders at the same surface point, and presents a minimal amount of memory to be accessed during light transport time. An added benefit is that the acceleration structure for ray tracing (a bounding volume hierarchy, BVH) is built once on the final tessellated geometry, which allows us to ray trace more efficiently than multi-level BVHS and avoids costly caching of on-demand tessellated micropolygons and the associated scheduling issues.

Spectral rendering. The light transport stage is fully spectral, using a continuously sampled wavelength which is traced with each path and used to apply the spectral camera sensitivity of the sensor (see Fig. 3). This enables us to faithfully support complex materials which require wavelength dependent phenomena such as diffraction, dispersion, interference, iridescence, or chromatic extinction and Rayleigh scattering in participating media. Also, importance sampling for a specific wavelength can be much more efficient than dealing with a full spectrum or an RGB contribution at once. When it comes to colour reproduction, multiplying path throughput weights in RGB in general produces inaccurate results, as explained for example in [Fascione et al. 2017a; Peercy 1993; Ward and Eydelberg-Vilesin 2002].

Deferred splatting. Our execution order for path tracing is path-first, that is, a full path is constructed before moving on to the next. Also, a graph structure with complete information about this path, including all path vertices and material interactions at these vertices, is kept in memory before splatting the sample to the frame buffer. Note that this structure is not a linear list of vertices but an acyclic graph. In particular, it potentially includes multiple vertices on sensors and lights if, for instance, splitting, next event estimation [Coveyou et al. 1967], or bidirectional path tracing [Lafortune and Willems 1993; Veach and Guibas 1994] are used (see Fig. 4). This enables us to select different buffers for splatting and to evaluate arbitrary output values for extra channels in a single place after constructing the full sample. We also evaluate weights for multiple importance sampling (MIS) [Veach and Guibas 1995] after the sampling stage, making it easy to dynamically combine arbitrary sampling techniques. This approach also easily supports the implementation of energy redistribution path tracing or gradient domain path tracing as a post-process.

2 HISTORICAL CONTEXT

In this section, we want to give a quick overview about the train of thoughts and the experiments that lead to Manuka as it is today, surveying previous work on the way.

2.1 Classic RenderMan

In the past, Weta Digital was using Pixar’s PhotoRealistic RenderMan as the main tool to render images. Increasing demands for realism in particular for visual effects work drove the need to include for instance improved subsurface scattering. This was facilitated using various kind of sidecar caches, which had to be generated in separate dedicated render passes.
Ray wavefronts are an approach to path tracing in which the ray tracing order is in some sense the transpose of what would result from the textbook description of path tracing: instead of tracing one ray then following it through the path the renderer generates, all first rays for many paths are traced first, then all materials on the hits are evaluated, then all new generated rays are traced and so on, in waves of alternating tracing phases and evaluating phases. Shooting wavefronts of rays requires the ability to store many rays along with the state of the associated global illumination algorithm in memory. For large batches of rays, this can quickly become a significant resource commitment.

After experimenting with on demand dicing for a while, we decided on a simpler solution. Our reasoning was as follows: on demand dicing means running shaders to obtain displacements. It was, however, one of our initial design goals to not run shaders more than necessary. This is partly due to the compute required to run shaders, but mostly due to the accesses to many layers of large textures. We wanted to save the memory bandwidth for actual geometry and ray tracing acceleration structure data, as well as being concerned by the load on the i/o infrastructure caused by large amounts of incoherent texture requests.

In our experience sorting rays to yield cache coherence is mostly useful for primary rays. Much of the performance improvements reported for tracing ray wavefronts in conjunction with on demand tessellation and shading (such as in [Hanika et al. 2010]) are likely due to much coarser dicing for secondary bounces. Such aggressive level of detail, however, was not an option for us, given our aim to deliver highest quality images. Indeed it would be easy to construct configurations using non-diffuse materials or shadow silhouettes which would at a minimum require user intervention. Further, this approach is often justified by an argument in which the coarser tessellation is a form of approximate bandlimiting for the signal contained in the incoming radiance at a given point in the scene\(^3\). However, our observation looking at actual scene contents that are common in vfx production processes (at least at Weta Digital) indicates that the actual problem seems to be that the base cages in our models are actually too dense for this advantage to materialise at a geometric level. Indeed if anything, a lively discussion we’ve had for years in the industry is centered around methods of automatic mesh simplification that are reliable and efficient enough to complement tessellation in a renderer’s geometry processing pipeline. We are aware of this being a sought-after feature on the part of renderer authors and users alike, but it seems this theme has not received much attention from the research community to date. Lastly, depending on the specifics of the texture coordinate mapping technology in use, be that single \((u,v)\) sets, versus \((u,v)\) texture atlases, versus systems like Disney’s Ptex [Burley and Lacewell 2008], enlarging the footprint of the corresponding texture lookups may or may not

\(^3\)Note that this is one of those very coarse approximations that trade the integral of a product for the product of the integrals. It is well known how some common use cases might make this tradeoff an unacceptable compromise in quality.
be possible or computationally advantageous, further reducing the potential for bandlimiting to actually occur.

Another unacceptable potential pitfall is the quality of the ray tracing acceleration structure in the case where a top-level tree is built around patches which are to be tessellated and shaded on demand. An extreme example would be hair, where every strand is a separate shape to be tessellated, but has about the same bounding box which goes into the top-level hierarchy, essentially degenerating to a linear list.

Today, this last issue can be alleviated somewhat by partial re-tessellation [Benthin et al. 2017]. However, a full BVH build will still yield the best performance. We decided to (view-adaptively) pre-tessellate all geometry into micropolygons and build one single bounding volume hierarchy on this data. This enables efficient traversal of incoherent rays, and presents consistent geometry to the path tracing layer, independent of ray differential, tracing direction, or number of bounces. This also reduces implementation complexity because there is no need to tweak caches for scaling behaviour.

However, this meant that we would potentially need to go out of core on very large scenes. Because of available literature [Budge et al. 2009; Garanzha and Loop 2010] and our experience with PantaRay [Pantaleoni et al. 2010], we were confident we would be able to handle this.

We first wrote Manuka as a hybrid out-of-core CPU/GPU path tracer using large ray wavefronts (in our implementation, 2 million rays were traced at once). We designed a ray tracing kernel based on swappable pages which used only indices and no pointers. Each page contained a treetlet, suitable for coherent memory access during ray tracing, and the required parts of the geometry in the sub tree. BSDF inputs and ray tracing geometry were separated, such that the light transport and geometry intersection phases would be able to make best use of the available memory. The ray tracer supported pausing and resuming rays in mid flight, to enable out-of-core paging.

The complexity of the RSL shader used for almost everything in the RenderMan pipeline convinced us that we would not be able to run these shaders on ray hit inside the innermost loop of our new renderer. Thus, we decided early on to split the rendering process into two phases, shading and path sampling, an architecture we’ve been calling shade before hit.

As for light transport algorithms, this version of Manuka had support for path tracing with next event estimation, light tracing, and Kelemen Metropolis [Kelemen et al. 2002]. The latter was possible due to a trick that reduced the amount of memory required to store the current samples in the Markov chains significantly: we made use of multiple try Metropolis [Liu et al. 2006] to multiplex a few (e.g. 32) tentative samples into one shared current state.

While this simple path tracer was producing pictures, there was clearly room to improve the noise characteristics of the output.

2.4 Manuka today

Soon, more advanced sampling techniques, in particular manifold exploration [Jakob and Marschner 2012] and vertex connection and merging [Georgiev et al. 2012], made us rethink our architecture. To be able to quickly experiment with these sampling techniques, we wrote a second rendering module inside Manuka, tracing whole paths at once, fully on the CPU. As a surprising result, there was no performance penalty for us as compared to the in-core CPU code path of the wavefront tracer. This may be due to our unique shade before hit architecture: while the rays connecting directly to camera are still coherent, there is usually very little common memory traffic to be extracted from indirect diffuse rays, increasingly more so for longer paths. The way we extract bsdf inputs from per-vertex data also does not require any texture filtering, which might have allowed for some caching effects on larger texture tiles. Further, the ray-sorting step and some memory traffic accessing the ever growing ray states disappeared.

On the other hand, the increased flexibility in choosing and crafting interesting sampling strategies yielded a handsome payoff. This may be no surprise, as it is well known how the rendering error in Monte Carlo sampling is proportional to the ratio of the sample standard deviation σ to the square root of the sample count N. That is to say that in a time-to-equal-error setting, a new technique which halves the standard deviation can take up to four times longer per sample before breaking even with drawing more samples from the old technique. The conclusion is then inevitably that optimising for variance reduction is more important than optimising for faster generation of samples.

When it comes to the ray tracing kernel, the choice to trace single rays simplified our requirements a lot: it meant we do not need support for ray interruptions, ray-sorting, or manual paging of ray tracing data. Instead, we are now facilitating out-of-core in case it becomes necessary by simple memory mapping of the data backing. This choice was motivated by our experience with how users were working with PantaRay for area light sources: due to non-local memory access patterns, the cost for going out-of-core in this case was so much higher than for the original application (computing local occlusion), that users generally tried to minimise geometry or pick a larger machine and would only rarely resort to out-of-core.

Moving on to newer versions of Manuka, the GPU code path became less important for us, mostly due to a combination of memory constraints on currently available hardware compared to our production scene sizes, and maintenance issues when deploying to a new GPU architecture. Since temporal consistency is of the utmost importance to us, we replaced the Metropolis code paths by specialised sampling techniques working from within pure Monte Carlo, such as moving from manifold exploration to manifold next event estimation [Hanika et al. 2015].

One goal of the Manuka project was to build a flexible, modular architecture, which would make it easy to replace modules of the renderer to experiment with new ideas and try different approaches. Indeed, this short summary of Manuka’s history shows that we did in fact exchange a number of our modules multiple times. In contrast, the data flow from RIB input to the path tracing backend, including the shade before hit architecture was there from the start. Also, light transport has always been spectral and subsurface scattering was fully path traced from the beginning.

3 ARCHITECTURE

Pipeline Overview. Manuka comes with a relatively complete implementation of a classic RenderMan frontend. This includes a RIB parser and support for RenderMan Interface Filter plugins, procedural geometry plugins, shadep plugins and d3p plugins as

We keep ray tracing geometry and decouple shading and path sampling. That is, evaluation of weights, and the layering setup: once shading ends, this aggregate is compressed and stored as per-vertex data along with the geometry. The configuration of the various arbitrary output variables.

First, grids from multiple faces that are small enough are joined into multigrids, to improve the efficiency of the SIMD execution and texturing subsystems. Note that this step takes care of deduplicating vertices on boundaries which will then be shaded only once. The layout and semantics of the binding of primitive variable to shader parameters effectively implies that multigrids cannot be formed from grids that disagree on the values of non-per-vertex data (corresponding to the uniform and constant storage classes in RIB), such as references to multiple textures out of a texture atlas. Although this might sound like an impediment, it is actually a desirable property to have from an access coherence point of view.

Multigrids are dispatched to various execution threads and shaded in parallel. Manuka shaders are written in our implementation of rsl 2.0 [Pixar Animation Studios 2015], compiled down to native machine code and executed in a SIMD fashion as required by language semantics.

Running shaders on multigrids results in producing per-vertex bsdf input data which is then transferred to the BVH builder in the backend. Out-of-core is performed by using memory mapping on this storage.

After all grids have been processed and collected, a bounding volume hierarchy is built on the complete list of micropolygons (except for instance geometry, which has separate BVH and transformation matrices). In the second phase, light transport takes place, and a multitude of supported techniques can be used to construct transport paths. Once a complete path is constructed, it can be evaluated and the contribution added to the corresponding pixels as specified by the configuration of the various arbitrary output variables.

3.1 Shade before hit

We decouple shading and path sampling. That is, evaluation of rsl shaders happens in batched mode on all vertices of the tessellated micropolygons before the light transport phase starts. While in classic rsl the result of running a surface shader is the final color at that location, and in osl [Gritz 2009] is a closure, in Manuka the result of a shader is a data aggregate containing the bsdf inputs, their weights, and the layering setup: once shading ends, this aggregate is compressed and stored as per-vertex data along with the geometry. We keep ray tracing geometry and bsdf input data separate to improve locality of reference during ray tracing: the separation helps ensure that shading data will not be accidentally fetched into the processor cache during geometry intersection computation.

Differently put, we evaluate the loop invariant only once, and convert primitive variables to bsdf inputs for each vertex on a grid. Since the compressed bsdf inputs are much smaller than the set of input textures used to shade a vertex, this reduces the memory pressure during path tracing (as well as avoiding the potential for i/o stalls from texturing). Moreover, this approach avoids repeated shading of the same grid vertices when intersecting the same micropolygon multiple times during the tracing of different paths. This especially pays off for high sample counts and long paths (that is, paths with many bounces, such as in hair for instance in Fig. 6).

As opposed to the original rsl paper, we use bilinear interpolation of these bsdf inputs later when evaluating bsdf per path vertex during light transport\(^5\). This improves temporal stability of geometry which moves very slowly with respect to the pixel raster, especially for coarse tessellations. Note that this only applies to the bsdf inputs: the bsdf itself is evaluated exactly at the hit location (in other words: the hit is Phong shaded, based on parameters that are Gouraud interpolated).

Since shading happens once on startup for the whole grid of tessellated vertices, our pipeline inherits many of the properties described by Cook et al. [1987, Sec. 2.3] when it comes to texture locality and vectorisation: texture locality is enforced by merging grids up to texture seams before shading. Internally, the system uses a texture cache which easily achieves very high access coherence figures: being able to use the texture coordinates traveling with the grids to schedule shading execution means that only projection-based texturing requires a proper texture cache\(^5\), because the scheduler can easily dispatch execution in a texture coherent manner for (s, t)-mapped grids. To make sure vectorisation makes use of available SSE or AVX capabilities when running renders on an heterogeneous machine room, we just-in-time compile shaders from LLVM bytecode on renderer startup (with the aid of a cache of precompiled binaries to save on redundant recompiations).

We follow this paradigm for hair strands and volumes as well, and perform view-adaptive tessellation into line segments and voxels, respectively, followed by shading during ingestion of the input. On hair, this enables the artists to add fine details and displacement for increased realism.

3.2 Spectral rendering

We simulate light transport by modelling colours as spectral power distributions. This choice has large advantages over simply using tristimulus values in terms of accurate colour reproduction as exemplified for instance by Fassionese et al. [2017a].

Colour formation. Reproduction of colours from spectral data is a fairly well understood process [CIE 1996; CIE 2004; ITU 2002; Wyszecki and Stiles 2000]. One important aspect when working

---

\(^5\)We note a very similar capability has been available for the longest time in Pixar’s PhotoRealistic RenderMan and is part of the RenderMan Interface specification at least since version 3.2.

\(^6\)We note that separate assets sharing textures may also benefit from an appropriately large texture cache, but we also observe that such a cache would need to be considerably large in practice to withstand the load of dozens of threads concurrently shading assets each accessing dozens to hundreds of individual files.
Fig. 6. A frame from the movie War for the Planet of the Apes. This shot includes several characters with fur as well as multiple volumetric light sources and foliage. A special challenge in this render are the tiny moss structures on the ground. These are modelled to very high detail, resulting in sub-pixel base meshes. This presents a hard case for a shade before hit architecture: since there are many more vertices even on the base mesh than pixels. This is a sub sampling situation with many more shaded vertices than materials constructed for ray intersections for low sample counts. Image courtesy of Weta Digital, ©2017 Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation. All rights reserved.

with spectral data is to pay due consideration to the phenomenon of observer metamerism, in which radiation from different spectral distributions appear to have the same colour to a given observer, see for example [Lam 1985] for an extensive discussion of the subject.

The commonly recommended approach to convert a given spectral distribution to tristimulus values would be to project the distribution from the current sample into $xyz$ space and then using an appropriate transformation matrix to transform from $xyz$ coordinates to the desired colour space (common colour spaces used in practice include $sRGB$ [Stokes et al. 1996], AlexaWide and aces [Agland 2014]). Indeed most contemporary definitions of colour spaces employ $xyz$ coordinates in this central role of pivot space.

Naturally, and by definition, projection into the $xyz$ coordinate space amounts simply to computing the scalar product of the given distribution with the colour matching functions $\bar{x}(\lambda), \bar{y}(\lambda), \bar{z}(\lambda)$ defined by the CIE in 1931, and derived from the Wright/Guild data [Fairman et al. 1998; Smith and Guild 1931; Wright 1928] for the so-called two degree observer\(^6\).

A notable trait of this approach is that the transformation obtained using the Wright/Guild data has the same null-space (that is, the space of metamers) as the human visual system (this is because the Wright/Guild $lms$ space\(^7\) and the $xyz$ space are isomorphic and differ only by an invertible $3 \times 3$ transform). This is of course by virtue of careful design choices, and constitutes a very desirable property if the intent is to store a scene’s colour so that it matches the impression a human would have when observing said scene in real life.

In our use case, though, the most important trait is actually not to match the sensation observers would have in real life were they present in the scene, but instead it is for the rendered images to match the metamerism that the motion picture camera exhibited when the plates were captured, so that the integration of rendered and captured data is as seamless and accurate as possible. For this reason we employ spectral responsivity curves during rendering that are built measuring the spectral sensitivity of the principal photography camera and transforming these measurements into colour matching functions to produce tristimulus data in $xy$ 1931 colour space coordinates. Such spectral sensitivity curves can be measured [Hardeberg et al. 1998] or derived approximately [Jiang et al. 2013; Kawakami et al. 2013]. There exist commercial devices for such measurements [Image-Engineering 2010] as well as do-it-yourself kits [Karge et al. 2014] for home-made devices. We are actively working on developing an improved device for camera characterisation to be used in the future.

\(^6\)Later experiments on sensitivity of human subjects to colour sensation revealed that the apparent angular size of the source influences the ability of the observer to perceive and distinguish colours, due to the different distribution of cones and rods in the foveal and non-foveal regions of the retina. A second set of measurements, meant to better embody the concept of a standard observer was then taken using a larger source spanning about ten degrees (sometimes called the supplementary standard observer). This notwithstanding, standard colour spaces (XYZ, Rec. 709, Rec. 2020, ...) are still referred to the original two degree observer data from 1931.

\(^7\)The space called $lms$ is the space of sensitivity of the cone receptors in the retina: these are classified as $L$-cones, $M$-cones and $S$-cones due to their sensitivity to long, medium and short wavelengths.
Spectral transport. In general, rendering using directly the tristimulus values of an rgb colour space yields non-physical results [Ward and Eydelberg-Vileshin 2002] and a different working space will yield different results [Agland 2014]. This observation, combined with the quest for the best possible importance sampling as well as a requirement for precise matching to camera footage from principal photography, motivated our choice to perform spectral light transport.

Spectral rendering can be performed in many ways (see for instance [Maloney 1986; Meyer 1988; Peercy 1993]), but in the interest of best importance sampling we chose to trace a single, randomly selected wavelength for each path. Every additional random variable introduced in a Monte Carlo method will introduce additional noise. To control the resulting colour noise, we employ a stratified sampling scheme called hero wavelength spectral sampling [Wilkie et al. 2014], which provides a good opportunity for employing see instructions to compute the throughput of additional wavelengths simultaneously at little additional cost. A visual comparison can be seen in Fig. 7.

Upsampling of rgb textures to spectra. While we support using full spectra from binned data as input, we can save memory cost by using rgb textures. It is possible to upsample traditional rgb values (or any colour managed tristimulus input) to a full spectrum suitable for spectral rendering [MacAdam 1935a; Meng et al. 2015; Smits 1999; Sun et al. 1999; Wang et al. 2004].

In general, not all input chromaticities will result in energy conserving reflectance spectra [MacAdam 1935b; Schrödinger 1919]. This is because highly saturated chromaticity relates to a peaky spectrum, but the maximum is limited to one. This in turn means the brightness, which is related to the integral of the spectrum, needs to decrease. As a consequence, some kind of gamut mapping [Finlayson and Hordley 2000; Forsyth 1990; Morovci 2008] needs to be performed to output energy conserving spectra with close chromaticity. A number of strategies to achieve this for reflectance spectra have been described by Meng et al. [2015].

Brighter colours with high saturation [Couzin 2007] would require the renderer to simulate fluorescence during light transport time [Glassner 1994]. We decided not to implement fluorescence at this point because it is unclear how to make bidirectional path construction efficient.

In Manuka, spectral upsampling uses an optimisation strategy similar to the method proposed by Smits [1999]. There are some important differences though. First, our optimisation converges even for a much higher output resolution. For emission spectra, we allow the distribution to grow above one (there is no constraint on energy conservation), and instead constrain the process such that a D65 input spectrum round-trips without error, i.e. it can be converted to cie xy chromaticity coordinates and back to a full spectrum. For both emission and reflectance spectra, the optimiser uses the specific input colour space of the texture instead of using fixed sRGB primaries. For reflectances, we also use cie Illuminant E as white point, since it makes sense to expect a uniform reflectance spectrum when the input has equal R = G = B coordinates; after all, the white point is governed by the illumination, which is not part of the reflectance spectrum. Also, we make use of the spectral camera responsivity curves in the process instead of using the xyz colour matching functions: to determine when a tristimulus colour and a spectrum are equivalent, we determine both in camera rgb using the spectral response curves of the device. For image based lighting, it is most meaningful to employ the responsivities of the camera that was used to take the picture.

Materials and importance sampling. Spectral rendering allows us to easily support rich material models with very high degrees of accuracy, including effects such as far-field diffraction, interference, iridescence (cf. Fig. 8), or Rayleigh scattering in participating media. One important feature for us is that we can robustly handle coloured extinction in participating media. Rendering this otherwise may quickly lead to infinite variance [Raab et al. 2008], even when using rejection sampling by throughput [Szécsényi et al. 2003], or leads to inefficiencies when conservatively sampling the shortest free path of all wavelengths [Kutz et al. 2017]. Sampling a path specifically for a wavelength provides better importance sampling, which is essential to render high-quality skin by path traced subsurface scattering.

Photometry. We make use of colour management throughout the pipeline, employing photometric quantities [USAS and ASME 1967] to support more intuitive user interfaces for lighters: this enables them to change the colour of a light without affecting perceived brightness, for instance.

3.3 Path first execution order

We decouple path sampling from mis evaluation and splatting: the path sampling techniques are only responsible for implementing path construction and inserting every created vertex into an acyclic vertex graph. In particular, since the mis weights are computed separately, the techniques do not need to be informed about any other potentially active techniques.
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Fig. 8. A frame from the movie Valerian and the City of a Thousand Planets. The characters feature a complex multi-layer iridescent skin shader, making them heavy-weight mostly to evaluate the bsdf at hit time. On the other hand, the iridescent appearance is simple to implement in a spectral renderer. This frame includes a few plate elements: the backdrop, the space ship, and the two human main actors. Image courtesy of Weta Digital, ©STX Films and EuropaCorp. All rights reserved.

The completed group of paths is then handed over to the next phase, where the probability density of all active techniques is evaluated, to compute final mis weights for the constructed paths in the graph. Note that the vertex graph caches all relevant quantities along the paths including potentially expensive bsdf and pdf evaluations. This results in efficient computation of the mis weights, while avoiding the complexity of recursive weight evaluation during path construction [Georgiev 2012]. This supports one of our main design points, increased flexibility, as it avoids the complexity of the implementation growing too quickly when new sampling techniques are added. In practice this means for instance that we can easily combine path tracing with specialised estimators for single scattering, such as in Fig. 9.

A disadvantage of our approach is that the irregular structure of the vertex graph cache occasionally requires the per-thread data structure to grow dynamically and hence requires extra care on memory usage to remain efficient. Also, we need to keep complete material instances around for each vertex. While the overall memory consumption for a few hundred threads is negligible when compared to geometry and bsdf inputs, this approach would be too memory heavy for a ray wavefront implementation where ray counts are in the millions.

During splatting we use an approach inspired by density-based outlier rejection [DeCoro et al. 2010], also filtering out firefly samples in the process.

3.4 Selected subsystems

In the following, we review a few of our subsystems that while not directly constituting the main architecture of Manuka, follow individual design decisions that tie into the system around it.

Dicing. The input geometry is passed through the tessellation pipeline to create micropolygon grids which are then shaded and stored until the time comes to build a bvh for ray tracing. The main goals of the tessellation pipeline are accurate dicing to achieve good matching to the specified shading rate, watertight tessellation and a good grid parameterisation for derivatives and differentials.

The tessellation engine supports a number of primitive classes of various conceptual geometric dimension: points, curves, polygonal meshes, subdivision surfaces, various kinds of bicubic patches such as NURBS and Beziér patches, implicit field surfaces and volumetric primitives. Naturally, some of these high level primitives allow the corresponding tessellators to be particularly simple: a micropolygon grid generated from a points primitive is simply a set of nearby points, all of which are shaded and then go into storage representing either oriented disks, ray-facing disks or geometric spheres. Similarly, the curves tessellation logic dices the curves down the length to produce grids that are either appropriately sized array of short one-dimensional segments (which again can be oriented, ray-facing or true cylinders with various kinds of "elbows") or strips of vertex-pairs to represent oriented segments as surface micropolygons.

For what concerns polygonal meshes and subdivision surfaces, which are the vast majority of the primitives encountered in our scenes, we proceed in a manner reminiscent of contemporary GPU tessellation units: we do not tessellate faces to a regular lattice, but instead can create an arbitrary number of vertices on each edge, as this enables the tessellator to produce watertight micropolygon meshes without the need for stitching. Our algorithm is inspired by DiagSplit [Fisher et al. 2009]: tessellation happens adaptively using an iterative multi-level approach, starting with the base cage as first level. At each level all active patches cast a vote on tessellating their edges. Then the votes are arbitrated and a final per-edge decision is reached. After that, the patches decide whether they can dice or need further splitting. Those that need splitting go to the next level.

This stage was no performance bottleneck for us, since we run it once up front and it is relatively light-weight compared with shading. If needed, however, this scheme can be (but currently is not) parallelised: all patches cast their votes in parallel, then all edges are arbitrated in parallel, then all patches make their decision in parallel.

Displacement may cause cracks at patch boundaries, due to differences in texture filtering during lookups in the displacement texture. In order to deliver watertight meshes to the geometry storage, we use a welding pass after displacement: we can uniquely and consistently enumerate all vertices on patch edges, since the tessellation scheme makes sure that every edge has the same number of vertices, regardless of the face. The position of matching vertices are then analyzed and reconciled, and the two vertices are then moved to the new positions, while normals are kept unchanged to retain sharp edges and creases. Note the vertices are not deduplicated.

As we use rsl for shading, we also support arbitrary differentiation. In some renderers inspired by reyes, the tessellator produces reliably rectangular grids, making the implementation of derivatives a relatively straightforward application of central differencing. In our case, the non-rectangular topology of our dicing scheme results in grids comprising a mix of quadrilateral and triangular micropolygons, requiring a somewhat more careful selection of neighbouring vertices and weighting to achieve appropriately high numerical stability in the derivatives. The interesting counter to that turns out to be a nice pay-off in terms of reduced aliasing when differentiating signals that run near-aligned to a grid’s \((u, v)\) intrinsic parametrisation.

**Dicing oracles.** The dicing oracles instructs the tessellator to dice the primitive into micropolygons (or microvoxels for volumes) of a certain size. We adopted in Manuka the RenderMan notion of
shading rate [Cook et al. 1987; Pixar Animation Studios 2015]: the shading rate represents approximately the number of pixels a micropolygon covers on screen. By default, we use a shading rate of 1 for front-facing micropolygons, whereas back-facing ones use 10, and out of frustum use 100. We have found it useful to implement a number of specialised dicing metrics for perspective cameras, auxiliary passes for purposes such as texture flattening, and uncommon projections such as fisheye or latlong cameras. Among other inputs, the dicing oracles use one or more camera objects to orient the tessellation metric as needed. This usually works well for multiple output cameras, such as for stereo renders.

Ray tracing acceleration structure. To accelerate ray tracing, we use a nearly standard binary bounding volume hierarchy, built using the surface area heuristic [Aila et al. 2013; Goldsmith and Salmon 1987; MacDonald and Booth 1990]. For motion blur, we support variable $2^k + 1$ time samples per vertex, which turn into the same number of linearly interpolated bounding boxes per node in the tree. This is loosely inspired by arguments outlined by Grünschoß et al. [2011]. These motion boxes are combined when two nodes are merged into a parent node. We support a maximum of $k = 6$ which turns into 64 motion segments per shutter interval. If more precision is needed (for instance for a quickly moving rotor), we use transformation blur, which is conceptually similar to instancing with time-dependent transformation.

Traversal uses sss instructions for bounding box interpolation for the ray time, and employs an approach inspired by Intel’s Embree ray tracing library, where the $3 \times 4$ ray/plane tests used to intersect one ray with two bounding boxes are turned into three sss tests. Our geometry is stored along with the bounding volume hierarchy in a compact encoding, organised as pages of treelets, with vertices sorted by Morton code for increased locality.

The ray caster is wrapped in functionality to support nested volumes by discarding intersections with lower priority [Schmidt and Budge 2002], to handle transparency for occlusion rays, and to discard intersections which need to be excluded for production functionality such as holdouts.

Ray tracing precision. To avoid surface acne [Woo et al. 1996], many rendering systems apply some sort of small ray bias $\varepsilon$ when starting a new ray from a shading point on geometry. This $\varepsilon$ is usually chosen proportionally to the floating point value of the world space position of the hit point (with the aim of only changing the mantissa by a constant amount, not touching the exponent if possible). We apply a variant of mail boxing instead, and equip each new ray with a small, $\varepsilon$-sized bounding box inside which the same primitive id shall be ignored.

Another severe problem are missed intersections. Especially rays tunneling through the edge between two micropolygons can result in clearly visible light leaking or other similar artifacts. To address this we use a variant of the triangle intersection test described by Chirkov [2005]. As outlined by Hanika [2011, Sec. 5.2.6], this test can be implemented to err on the safe side: the idea is to code the intersection test so that the triangle is effectively enlarged by the uncertainty caused by floating point quantisation, a similar concept is applied very successfully to bounding box intersection testing by Ize [2013]. After some experimentation with this approach, we decided to replace it with a different modification, which does not make the micropolygons bigger, but instead guarantees we get a consistent answer to the ray/edge sidedness test for micropolygons, independent of which side of the edge is being tested against a ray. This approach can be usefully paired with our intersection test for bilinear patch micropolygons, which is a similarly adjusted version of the test described by Ramsey [2004].

To increase floating point resolution where it’s most needed, it has proven useful to represent geometry in a coordinate space with its origin close to the render camera positions. This is related to the concept of the worldcamera object in RenderMan, in that users can specify in rrib what space to use for micropolygon representation by simply defining a camera object of such name.

Materials. Our material system is designed for maximum realism by implementing complex physical processes as well as supporting fine details.

This includes fully path traced subsurface scattering using the Dwivedi sampling scheme [Krivánek and d’Eon 2014] for dense media such as skin. We support a set of diffusion profiles along with ray traced sub surface [Christensen and Burley 2015; D’Eon and Irving 2011; Frisvad et al. 2014; King et al. 2013], too, but in general the quality/performance trade off is in favour of the fully path traced model.

Our BSDFs are composed of a layering system, modeling inter-reflections to a user-specifiable degree of realism. This run-time evaluated stack is more expensive to evaluate than just querying a precomputed texture (such as Burley’s Disney principled BSDF presented by McAuley et al. [2012]), but fits our overall architecture well: in general, our renders tend to be memory bound, so trading compute for memory accesses is sometimes profitable for us. The main reason behind using a layering system that can depend on the incoming ray direction is however much increased visual quality.

Since we have a spectral renderer, we can easily include advanced spectral effects [Weidlich and Wilkie 2009] as can be seen in images from the movie Valerian and the City of a Thousand Planets.

We support near- and far-field models for fibers and for sub surface scattering, the latter switching to diffuse albedo and translucency when viewed from far away. Our fiber model supports eccentricity (since Furious 7) as well as seamless transition from far-field pre-integrated curve scattering to a near-field model (first used on The Jungle Book). We also employ a level of detail mechanism that turns many thin hairs into one thicker but more transparent hair (first employed on The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies). This helps control variance for sub-pixel wide hairs in the distance.

To facilitate ray differentials which depend on both geometric curvature and BSDF blur, the material system provides a unified roughness estimate for all interactions to the light transport algorithms, based on the mean cosine.
Volumes. We use a data structure that is very similar in spirit to Pixar’s [Wrenninge 2016] to support efficient motion blur. We treat volumetrics as a first class citizen, and encourage using it together with surface transport. We follow the shade before hit tessellation paradigm for volumes too: we adaptively and anisotropically dice the volume depending on projected pixel size and depth. Note that this is not a perspective grid, but a spatial subdivision scheme driven by the dicing oracle, deriving depth from the coordinate system of a designated camera. The depth dimension is simply not subdivided as often, such that the scheme carries over transparently to out-of-frustum areas and multi-view renders. This not only results in less overall data, but also lends itself well for regular tracking [Sutton et al. 1999] (i.e. a 3D DDA), where all voxels pierced by a ray are traversed deterministically. In particular, this makes sure that every voxel is touched exactly once, whereas null collision-based trackers (such as Woodcock tracking [Woodcock et al. 1965] or residual ratio tracking [Novák et al. 2014]) to sample distances or to estimate transmittance) are often less efficient, since these trackers are likely to ask for collision coefficients inside the same voxel multiple times. Also, regular tracking enables unbiased support for more complex rendering algorithms with strict requirements on PDF evaluation, in particular the hero wavelength sampling scheme. This is important for us in media with chromatic extinction, such as skin.

We note that with spectral tracking [Kutz et al. 2017] there exists a method to exploit spectral correlation of samples even for null collision-based tracking. It is, however, fundamentally incompatible with the hero wavelength sampling scheme because spectral tracking cannot provide PDF evaluations.

Our volumes can be overlapping in many ways: In the most common case, multiple (potentially instanced and heterogeneous) collision coefficients are summed up to form the final medium. This is equivalent to summing the densities (for equal scattering cross-sections) or multiplying the transmittances. Sampling a distance proceeds by sampling one tentative distance per volume and selecting the shortest one. Computing the PDF is particularly simple when all volumes implement distance sampling by transmittance: the result is the product of transmittances and the normalisation constant is the sum of the extinction coefficients. However, we support a few more specialised sampling strategies such as building arbitrary CDFs, forcing scattering vertices before holdout objects, or biasing random walks for Dwivedi sampling. The general case requires to compute the probability that the other volumes did not sample an event before the given distance, which can be more costly. Volumes can further be enclosed in watertight shapes, and will potentially be collected along a ray segment through multiple transparent interfaces. To resolve multiple overlapping shapes with internal volumes, we do on-line constructive solid geometry using user-defined volume priorities [Schmidt and Budge 2002].

Finally, we also support collection of emission from very thin media by including line integration [Simon et al. 2017].

Path space sampling. We implemented and experimented with a wide variety of path sampling algorithms. Still, the most frequently used technique to render an image remains path tracing (from the eye) with next event estimation. Part of the reason may be that we implemented a fairly full-featured light hierarchy to sample high-quality light source positions for next event estimation [Keller et al. 2017; Pfaff et al. 2017; Shirley and Wang 1991; Walter et al. 2005; Wang and Åkerlund 2009]. We further improve path tracing results by adaptive sampling in image space, using variance estimation. This technique works best in conjunction with unidirectional techniques starting at the eye. As path space adaptive sampling, we employ guiding [Vorba et al. 2014]. To efficiently cover a set of important caustic paths, we use manifold next event estimation [Hanika et al. 2015], which is a stripped down Monte Carlo variant of manifold exploration [Jakob and Marschner 2012]. We also implemented vertex connection and merging [Georgiev et al. 2012; Hachisuka et al. 2012]. This technique, however, is very costly due to the many techniques that have to be considered in the multiple importance sampling mix, and is used only in absence of alternatives. Another problem with this technique is that the photon kernel estimation comes with bias that may lead to visible quality degradation. The same is true for beam radiation estimates, which we have as a tool, but do not use frequently. All variants of Markov chain methods have not found adoption in production so far, mainly because of uneven convergence properties due to autocorrelation of the samples in the chain. In volumes, we use an approach very close to equi-angular sampling as presented by Kulla and Fajardo [2011], and build a custom CDF used for sampling a combination of phase function, transmittance and the distribution of incoming light, as well as forcing scatter events before holdout objects (by renormalising the probability distribution to a fixed maximum).

While not all techniques from academia were applicable to production work, generally more expensive but higher-quality sampling has paid off for us. In the interest of generating predictable results, we prefer to improve the sampling over approximations. This means for instance using Dwivedi sampling [Krivánek and d’Eon 2014] over diffusion profiles, better importance sampling in the light hierarchy instead of clustering or light cuts approaches [Walter et al. 2005], and to avoid using photons and beams.

Geometric ray differentials are used for path guiding lookups as well as for photon map lookups in VCM and are implemented as a side product of the constraint derivative computation for manifold next event estimation.

Light source sampling. Manuka had to scale to millions of light sources since the early days, because of the way we model emitters: in our system light sources are simply geometry that happens to have one or more emissive lobes. This means we can intersect them by path tracing, but tessellating and shading them as regular geometry also transparently results in support for textured and displaced lights. On the other hand, this also means we have to efficiently handle millions of emitting micropolygons. To facilitate this, we build a hierarchical structure on top of the tessellated lights, similar to [Walter et al. 2005; Wang and Åkerlund 2009]. The hierarchy supports a variety of query types. We mainly select an emitting micropolygon by using an estimate of radiance incident to a given shading point.

Similar to Donikian et al. [2006], we use a screen space cache to refine the sampling probabilities. In particular, we learn which nodes in the tree yield successful visibility tests for certain regions
We limit to primary path vertices only given its moderate cost. The screen space cache is also leveraged to accelerate this computation; the variance in the BSDF evaluation of nodes is tracked and, once it falls below a threshold, a cached evaluation is used instead. This happens when either the roughness of the BSDF is high enough that its evaluation is similar in all directions, when there are no nodes in the hierarchy that lie within a cone of directions where the BSDF varies much, or when the sub tree being evaluated lies within a cone of directions small enough that the BSDF evaluation remains close to constant.

In the case of volume scattering, the light hierarchy supports a special query type, which takes a long beam as input, and returns a light source sampled proportional to a measure of how much the light contributes to that beam. This is used to accelerate single scattering or to build more accurate CDF for free path sampling. If the volume within which sampling is occurring is homogeneous, then we further evaluate the phase function in order to importance sample relevant light sources.

**Image space sampling.** While the techniques mentioned in the previous paragraphs greatly reduce the variance of samples that land on the image, it remains true that for most production scenes, local regions of the final image will have widely varying amounts of noise present in the incoming signal. For example, a character with complex shading and subsurface scattering effects will generally produce noisier samples than a nearby flat wall that is directly lit without complex occlusions. Using uniform sampling of the image space for such scenes would either result in a fast render where parts of the image remain unusually noisy, or a slow render where effort has been expended needlessly sampling regions of the image that are already converged to a qualitatively sufficient degree.

Manuka’s implementation of adaptive sampling (see [Zwicker et al. 2015]) tracks a per-pixel estimate of the variance of the sample luminance, which is updated on-line during splatting after the reconstruction filter is applied. We perform classical reconstruction filtering insofar as we do not perform filter importance sampling [Ernst et al. 2006], as we have found this gives us higher overall efficiency. The adaptive sampler is seeded with a low initial number of uniformly sampled paths per pixel, usually 32. The user also sets a target quality measure, which is internally converted to a target sample standard error. When the initial number of samples have been drawn, variance and standard error are estimated across the entire image and a sensor importance map is computed, which defines the image space sampling density for a subsequent sample budget in proportion to the difference between the pixel’s estimated standard error and the user specified target. Pixels for which the standard error is below the target are disabled only if they do not fall within the region of influence of a live pixel’s reconstruction filter. This process is repeated until the variance estimate for all pixels in the image fall below the target standard error.

We made the decision to track sample variance exclusively and not rely on cross-pixel estimates of the variance of the mean. While the latter measure also informs about the level of noise in the image, it is our belief that the renderer should concern itself with resolving only the noise that is produced by its own processes and leave image space denoising to be performed as a post process by tools specialized to that domain. Also, Manuka determines sample standard deviation and error as a measure relative to the local mean and not in absolute terms, which is important as noise is perceptible mostly in its magnitude relative to the signal that carries it. When doing this, care must be taken: in relative terms, noise riding on an arbitrarily dark region of the image may be quite large while also being imperceptible; furthermore, very bright regions of the image can have noise that is not visible if it is beyond the point where the image is clipped to white. Users can therefore specify the luminance range Manuka should concentrate its sampling efforts on, and samples that fall beyond this range have their relative variance smoothly dampened to avoid over sampling.

An interesting observation is that while high frequency noise is generally the most visible to humans, Monte Carlo processes actually produce noise in all frequencies (that is, the noise signal produced actually has a rather white spectrum); indeed, we observed that this low-frequency noise component became visible in many renders once users set the quality target high enough, as the early implementation of the adaptive sampler tracked pixels independently form one another. With that in mind, we added estimates of variance at various image resolutions by combining the per-pixel statistics. The final variance estimate for a given pixel is the result of estimating both its own local sample variance, as well as the variance derived from aggregating the statistics for all pixels within circles of radius from 1 to 32 pixels centered around it. While this is an expensive operation in terms of compute resources, we have found this results in more stable end results and is effective at reducing the amount of low-frequency noise left in the renders produced by Manuka.

### 4 PRODUCTION ESSENTIALS

**Sanitising input.** To enable maximum artistic creativity, we implement a few mechanisms that preprocess our input to improve performance. The reasoning behind this is that we would like to let the computer deal with technical details that may not be obvious to the user wherever possible. This includes for example the elimination of BSDF layers which are hidden under other opaque layers, deduplication of per-lobe normals. These sanitisation steps sometimes result in tremendous memory savings.

**Supporting workflows.** As well as being a physically-based light transport simulator, Manuka supports side channel data and back doors to facilitate established workflows in movie production. This includes the output of arbitrary output variables (AOVs), and concepts such as holdouts, shadow casters, optional visibility to camera, and gobos. Path length can be controlled as a user parameter, and optionally the material interface supports increasing BSDF lobe roughness with increasing number of bounces from the camera. The most extreme back door is the evaluation of traditional radiance loops in the shader (which is the only construct in Manuka that supports lights-as-code). Note that some of these tricks
make an implementation of a consistent bidirectional estimator hard or impossible.

Light path selection. We do not support generic light path regular expressions. Manuka has, however, built-in support for a fixed set of selectors which are tailored exactly to the needs of our users. The resulting buffers will then be combined by the compositing department, making use of them in combination with AOVs and deep buffers.

Checkpoints and restarts. We support interrupting the render and restarting at a later point. This obviously includes the frame buffer and (quasi-)random seeds, but we also avoid the need for repeated tessellation and shading by using data caches.

5 RESULTS

We present typical numbers for the performance of our system in form of aggregate numbers for the whole facility, averaged over three weeks and all shows. Additionally, we picked three frames as example of occasionally appearing extraordinary production requirements, to demonstrate behaviour of the system in more extreme cases, see Fig. 6, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.

Occlusion culling. We did not address occlusion culling so far in our discussion. Shade before hit implies that we would waste time shading vertices that would not contribute to the final render. We were concerned about this in the design phase of Manuka, and we implemented a so-called oracle pass, which runs a coarse ray tracing pass on un-diced, un-shaded, and un-displaced input geometry, annotated by a very rough material description to coarsely mimic the ray distribution of the final render. Visibility discovered during this pass is stored, and we construct a conservative estimate of hit density that is used to inform final shading rate or even completely discard the geometry.

In the original Reyes paper, the authors state that usually Computer graphics models are like movie sets and only model the important parts of the scene. This still seems to be true to some extent, since the oracle pass is a feature that is rarely used in practice at Weta Digital. The time it takes to do a second pass of scene ingestion is well for us because the naming scheme currently in use at Weta Digital generates identifiers which correlate well with the texture sets used by the corresponding assets, effectively maximizing the probability that assets that share the same textures be processed in close succession.

Size of bsdf inputs. In addition to geometry, we store per-vertex bsdf inputs. We argue that this is a more compact data layout than storing textures, since these values are pre-filtered and stored at exactly the shading rate. Also, we compress and quantize the data, using domain knowledge: layer blend weights use only eight bits and are used to mask out invisible layers which are not stored at all. The smallest possible size for a simple bsdf is 4 bytes per vertex. Using up to 14 layers of bsdf with per-lobe shading normals, we have seen bsdf inputs up to 200 bytes. A more typical bsdf might have maybe six or seven layers and with a per-vertex storage requirement in the vicinity of 100 bytes. When possible, we take advantage of storing dictionaries per grid, reducing net storage cost per vertex further. A numerical analysis of the ratio between the input textures and the output bsdf data can be found in Table 2.
Shading reuse. We quantify the amount of shading reuse that our shade before hit architecture facilitates by analysing the number of shaded vertices and comparing this to the number of material instances created during the light transport stage.

From a back-of-the-envelope computation we expect for a typical render about 2 million paths per progression (for a 2k render), with a typical average of 5 bounces, and expect a converged image after 500 progressions. This results in just about five billion paths. On a typical production scene we often see about 200 million shaded vertices, which would yield about 25 times more material accesses during light transport than vertices shaded.

Indeed, when collecting statistics from three weeks worth of renders in the facility, we observe a ratio of 32.6 : 1 traced vs. shaded vertices. This number is considering converged renders, i.e. the adaptive sampling was set to reach a target of 100% for all pixels. If we include intermediate test renders which are set to accept more variance in favour of faster turnaround times, this ratio drops to about 13.5 : 1. Detailed histograms of the data can be seen in Fig. 10. None of these renders use the oracle pre-pass for occlusion culling. For individual breakdowns for the three frames, refer to shading reuse in Table 4. Please note that these numbers correlate the number of shaded vertices to the number of material queries, not to the number of vertex data reads. The difference is that constructing a material for a micropoligon would usually read four vertices and thus make the reuse number grow by about 4x. A shade on hit architecture would however shade only one point and not all four corners and then interpolate, so we deemed this comparison more useful.

Another interesting number in Table 4 is the break even number of progressions: assuming no adaptive sampling takes place, this is the number of samples per pixel we need to compute before we shade less than an ideal, hypothetical shade on hit architecture would. We compute this figure by assuming the number of material queries is equally distributed between progressions while keeping the number of shaded vertices fixed.

Note that these numbers do not quantify the advantages of more coherent texture access and potential benefits of using wider SIMD during batch shading of grids, which would be a lot harder to leverage during light transport.

6 DISCUSSION
We follow the classic REYES architecture closely and perform shading before sampling. An important difference is that shading in our system does not include BSDF evaluation. This means that we can do motion blur correctly, since shading results in BSDF inputs which are moved along the time dimension. We follow the shade-once paradigm and only compute BSDF inputs at shutter open, which may lead to slight inaccuracies for highly time-dependent shading. This occurs for instance for strong motion blur, due to changing texture filter regions. High-quality fire, sparks and rain require to make particles appear with sub shutter interval accuracy. The workaround

\[1\] The most used path scheduling sequence in practice at Weta Digital traces one path per pixel through all pixels in what we ended up calling progressions. This sequencing is useful for interactivity, as all of the image at any point is kept at about a uniform level of noise. It is also useful for our adaptive sampling engine, which is continuously fed data for the whole frame buffer.
used in production is to render lines with spatial shading instead of points with time-varying shading.

We also use micropolygons and exploit texture locality and vectorisation during shading. In analogy to the original paper, our architecture is designed for rendering exceedingly complex models. We mean both geometry and \texttt{bsdf} shaders with textures, as well as complicated light transport, touching surface points with many rays, reusing shading information efficiently.

**Disadvantages.** Look development workflows depend on fast iteration cycles when tuning material appearance. However, our architecture is optimised for very complex models and time to final frame. We have a special mode to support this workflow, but it is much less efficient than the batch shading code path. A specialised GPU program evaluating the same shaders would be a better way of supporting look development workflows, much like Pixar’s Flow tool [Nahmias and Pesare 2016].

**Assumptions and design choices.** Our architecture is designed to be fast for offline batch rendering of assets with maximum realism when it comes to geometrical details and shading complexity. In particular, faster time-to-first-image may be achieved by using a more classic shade on hit architecture. Application domains with simpler geometry and simpler shaders, such as feature animation as opposed to \texttt{vfx}, may benefit from moving compute efforts from more complex path space sampling techniques to post processing in the form of denoising, which usually works increasingly better for smoother surfaces with less detail. If fewer indirect bounces or more approximate indirect lighting is acceptable, an on-demand tessellation scheme, switching to coarse level of detail quickly, may be beneficial. Also, if colour accuracy is expendable but extremely bright and saturated colours are needed to achieve a specific look (again, as it might be the case for feature animation work), using \texttt{rgb} transport might be a valid design choice. This is a consequence of energy conservation, which dictates a limit on how bright and saturated a colour can be at the same time, when following physically-based spectral transport.

**In-house vs. commercial.** Manuka is an in-house product and this means we don’t have to support external customers and their workflows, in theory enabling us to phase out legacy code if nobody is using it. In practice this rarely happens or takes a long time: part of the reason is that Manuka’s development is very agile, the releases happen relatively frequently and are immediately adopted by some shows, while others continue using older functionality.

The main benefit of developing a renderer in-house is that we are able to quickly respond to production needs. In general, Manuka’s development is more driven by user needs than by the developers. For instance the decision to not use the occlusion culling oracle is entirely a result of the kind of input our users create, while the developers were concerned about possible inefficiencies without it.

7 **FUTURE CHALLENGES**

Path tracing has brought simple unified workflows to production rendering. Many, if not all lighting effects can now be solved in a single-pass beauty render. In the future, we would like to further unify workflows: the push to speed up rendering may lead to extended use of the path tracing solution in fields such as layout, animation, or live pre-visualisation of motion capture on stage. This is currently the realm of specialised real-time rendering software, requiring specifically simplified input geometry and material descriptions. Merging these scene representations and rendering algorithms seems like a worthwhile effort.

But even within the comparatively tight specifications of a renderer for final frames, there is room to improve the time to first iteration. Note that this is different to time to first pixel. Artists require a reasonably converged image to be able to judge the look. Optimising for this requires to address speed issues in the whole pipeline, carrying data all the way from the user input to the displayed frame. Much can be gained by simplifying the parameter space which has to be explored when fine tuning light transport algorithms, for instance by just providing one monolithic, complex algorithm that always works. On the other hand, we have a good repertoire of specialised solutions, such as for rendering hair, or caustics with manifold next event estimation, which greatly outperform general solutions in applicable cases.

General approaches to light transport (for instance \texttt{vcm} or gradient domain path tracing) can be very expensive and exhibit problems in specific cases. For instance the photon density estimation using a disk area or a sphere volume both fail in hair. Gradient domain path tracing produces artifacts if the underlying sampler used to compute gradients is too noisy. These spurious fail cases combined with significant overhead are the reason why any new algorithm has to answer the tough question: “can we turn it on by default?”.

To that end it would be a great step to be able to automatically educate users about inefficiencies in the renderer caused by a particular scene setup. For instance it is obvious to an expert developer that modelling a solid glass coating around an object is clearly less efficient than using a multi-layer \texttt{bsdf}.
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